### Technical

**30 Optimizing Amateur Radio Resources for Major Disasters**
Victor Cid, W3CID, and Andrew Mitz, WA3LTJ
Amateur Radio operators discover a unique way to link a group of Maryland hospitals during major disasters.

**35 An Emergency Radio Package — or The Radio in a Box II**
Geoff Haines, N1GY
Be prepared! A different kind of go-kit.

**39 New Car RFI? Buyer Beware**
John Perone, W8RXX
After kicking the tires on your prospective new car, be sure bring along your spectrum analyzer to test the RFI.

**40 Add 6 Meters to Your Triband Trap Yagi**
Joel R. Hallas, W1ZR
Bring your tribander up-to-date with this stealthy — and effective — antenna mod.

**43 Yet Another Crystal Calibrator — The YACC-1-2-3**
Robert Miller, KE6F
Microcontroller technology and low cost set this trio of crystal calibrators apart.

**47 Product Review**
Mark Wilson, K1RO
Yaesu VX-8GR dual band handheld transceiver; Ameritron ALS-1300 HF power amplifier

### News and Features

**9 It Seems to Us: Our Future in Emergency Communications**
Joel P. Kleinman, N1BKE
ARRL Board of Directors meets in Connecticut; Inside HQ; Media Hits; more.

**63 Alabama Slammer**
David Gillespie, W4LHQ
The ARES® response to devastating tornadoes provides lessons that will help in future emergencies.

**65 EMCOMM-1 — Customized Communications**
Rick Palm, K1CE
A novel approach to mobile emergency communications.

**68 Extra Crisp**
Steve Sant Andrea, AG1YK
Get the message through correctly with short, efficient communications.

**69 Teaching Teens Amateur Radio Using Cowboy Ethics**
Devon Day, KF6KEE
Pony up to discover a new way to introduce Amateur Radio to a younger crowd.

**71 2010-2011 School Club Roundup Results**
Lew Malchick, N2RQ
From kindergartners to college students, the School Club Roundup is a surefire way to get youth on the air.

**72 2011 JOTA 54 — Welcome Gals and Guys!**
Debra Johnson, K1DMJ
Join in with Boy Scouts, Cub Scouts, Girl Scouts and Girl Guides as Jamboree on the Air celebrates its 54th year.

**73 2011 Simulated Emergency Test**
Steve Ewald, WV1X
Join ARES®, RACES, the NTS and other groups as they join forces to respond to a Section-wide simulated emergency in October.

**74 Registration Now Open for New Online Introduction to Emergency Communication Course**
Debra Johnson, K1DMJ
This new course includes updated content to prepare hams to be ready to respond when a disaster occurs.

**75 Happenings**
S. Khrystynne Keane, K1SFA
ARRL, NWS sign updated Memorandum of Understanding; ARRL announces Second Century Campaign Committee; SWPC to continue WWV and WWVH broadcasts; FCC news; more.

---
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Our Cover
This month, QST celebrates those who apply their communications skills to provide support to law enforcement, emergency management agencies and their local communities. Top right: In April, more than 250 hams volunteered at Course Net Control during the 114th running of the Boston Marathon. Photo by Harold Kramer, W1JEB. Lower left: Mickey Gillespie, KJ4KZT, of Vestavia, Alabama, relays damage reports following the massive April tornadoes that hit Tuscaloosa and other parts of Alabama. Photo by Roger Smith. See the article that begins on page 63.
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